
Mont Vernon Library Trustees Meeting
Tuesday, February 15, 2022

In attendance: Bonnie Angulas, Cindy Raspiller, Lou Springer representative from the Cemetery
Trustees, Spencer Follett, Lori Hayes, Jane King, select person representative Howard Brown,
virtual Amy White (John Quinlan joined at 9:10pm)

1. Meeting called to order at 7:10pm

2. Review ‘teaser’ video as it appears on the Daland Memorial Library website now
- Is it effective? Cindy thought it
- Time consuming to write a script so this is something that we could put in place

3. Public information session planned 2/22/2022
- Introduction to people who are new to town
- We want some summary that catches people up if they are familiar to the project
- So we are balancing detail vs brevity
- Bonnie and Cindy have spent many many hours creating this presentation to get it to this

point
- Looking for feedback
- Slide about Daland Library - Bonnie emphasized that our situation is incredibly unique:

one of two libraries in the state of NH that has all library maintenance paid by a trust.
This requires emphasis.

- Jane asked: where did the money come from that purchased the land originally? We
need to clarify and accurately explain that this came from Trust Fund/ Capital Reserve
dollars (so it is very clear where this money comes from)

- The final report of the review of town buildings indicates that the library building should
be the first building to be addressed in town; These words are not included in the actual
slide, but when presented Cindy included it in her narrative. Spencer indicated that this is
an explosive comment that could derail our presentation because it implies there is
competition between town projects; Howard indicated that he thinks explaining that the
old library will serve as town space and that it is incredibly valuable to our town and this
is a selling point; Spencer concurred. However, he emphasized that bringing up the
competition between town projects does not serve us well.

- Slide on siting the building; a lot of detail on the slide. Spencer’s input was to remove
some of the detail and to emphasize the outstanding collaboration between all parties
involved and the final results - a well sited building and a planned road

- Spencer’s overall point - think the point we are trying to make and get rid of detail and
emphasize the collaboration.  Focus on the end goal.

- Lou will present this slide since it makes most sense.
- Watched 5 minute DSK video showcasing the new library

- It gives an unrealistic expectation of sice
- Discussion ensued about giving comparisons for room size and length of building

as compared to the size of the current library and reading room.
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-  To Date - Investments to date - Spencer wondered if the title should be changed so that the
information is clear.
- Discussion about how the numbers from the left column match to the numbers in the right
column
- Cindy and Jane agreed that Cindy needs to have a discussion with the Daland Trustees to
make sure we accurately reflect the money they have contributed to the project to date.

- Slide Future Investments -
- Construction Costs vs Project Costs: Spencer raised concern about numbers that

accurately reflect Project cost vs construction costs
- Slide on Foundation - NEH Grant, this is what we are going to be doing, we are

committed to funding this library, we are working with a fundraiser -
-

3. Lou Springer presented on Timber Harvest that took place on Library/ Cemetery Lands
- Happened in November
- Brought in $29,867
- Expenses took away from the profits - $22,917.
- How to divide up these profits?
- It was agreed that since the harvest took place on 5 acres of library land/ 18 acres of

cemetery land, the library will receive 22% of the funds.
-

4. Record meeting on 2-22-2022.  Then we can decide if/ when/ how we make this available to
the public.

- Concerns of making a video
- Audio is going to be iffy
- Audio is not recording the room
- We have to check to see how the equipment will work/ IF it is even available.
- Concerns for Mics for presenters and mics for people asking questions.
-

5.
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